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Tenants 
protected 
by Ohio law 
by Beth Gilbert 
reporter 
As students prepare to move out of their sum- 
mer apartments, they should be aware of their 
rights concerning the refund of their security 
deposit. 
Jason Gray, Student Consumer Union chair- 
man, said students should be aware of what 
landlords can withhold from their security de- 
posit. By law, specifically the Ohio Landlord- 
Tenant Bill, a tenant has to receive an itemized 
list of deductions from the security deposit within 
30 days of vacating his apartment. 
"Landlords cannot withhold anything unless 
tenants are given an itemized list," said Gray. 
Landlords are responsible for an apartment's 
normal wear and tear, which includes carpet 
cleaning. 
But because students generally don't know what 
constitutes normal wear and tear, they often pay a 
fee for carpet cleaning without any objection, said 
Marcy Witts, Student Legal Service paralegal. 
WILKS AND GRAY said many landlords often 
charge for carpet cleaning despite Ohio laws that 
prohibit it. 
Wilks said carpet cleaning is an unauthorized 
deduction from the deposit, according to the Ohio 
Revised Code. Even if it is stated in the lease that 
tenants will be charged for the carpet to be 
cleaned, the deduction is unauthorized. 
To prevent losing a security deposit or receiving 
a partial deposit because of unauthorized charges, 
Wilks suggests photographing the apartment after 
it is cleaned. Photographs can be used as evidence 
in court to show the general condition of the 
apartment. 
Tenants are required by law to leave a forward- 
ing address in writing with their landlord when 
they vacate their apartment. This assures that the 
landlord can send the list of itemized deductions to 
the correct address. 
GRAY SAID if students experience problems 
with landlords, they should first discuss the prob- 
lem with the landlord. If that doesn't solve the 
problem, Gray said the Student Consumer Union 
maintains a complaint file on landlords in the 
office (HOC Moselv Hall). This file is looked at by 
other students ana serves to warn them of poten- 
tial problems with landlords. 
If a tenant believes part of his security deposit 
has been wrongfully withheld, be can attempt to 
recover damages in small claims court. 
The process starts when a student contacts the 
SLS office and fills out a form. Students can meet 
with an SLS attorney before their hearing, when 
they present their own case. 
Wilks said there are over 100 cases each year 
with wrongfully withheld charges, and the stu- 
dents usually win. 
BG News/ Bob Schlndler 
Putting A Cap On Their Education 
Sheila Selhorst (left) and Alexis Raush pick up their caps and gowns as they prepare 
to receive master's degrees in audiology. They will join the approximately 975 other 
students receiving their degrees at Saturday's commencement on the lawn In front 
of University Hall. Ceremonies begin at 10 a.m.. and the featured speaker Is 
President Paul J. Olscamp. 
Drinking age 
still debated 
by Scott MacDonald 
staff photographer 
While the state legislature de- 
liberates its final decision, the 
campus and community are left 
wondering just what the legal 
drinking age will be this school 
year. 
If Ohio does not raise its drink- 
ing age to 21 by Oct. 1, the 
federal government will with- 
hold 5 percent of its highway 
budget for the coming year, 
according to Eric Rice, legis- 
lative aid to Representative 
Ronald Sufter. 
"This would total $16.5 million 
(withheld) for the first year," 
Rice continued, "and would in- 
crease to 10 percent or $33 mil- 
lion by Oct. 1, 1967." 
JOANNE NAVIN, chairman 
of Transition 21, a committee 
formed to study the proposed 
change in the law and how it 
would affect the campus, said 
the campus is waiting for a 
decision. 
"At this point there have been 
no changes made in University 
policy, but when the state law 
changes University policy will 
change as well," Navin said. 
"Most of the committee mem- 
bers feel the change is going to 
happen; the federal government 
is basically putting the screws to 
the state,'1 Navin continued. 
"The fact that the legislators 
are dragging their feet about the 
proposed change seems to indi- 
cate that they lmow the voters 
don't want a change." 
In 1984 the people of Ohio 
voted to keep the law the way it 
is now - 19-year-olds can drink 
beer, while 21 is the minimum 
age to drink wine or liquor. 
Although the federal govern- 
ment may be pressuring the 
states, the general argument for 
not raising the drinking age re- 
mains the same. 
"They shouldn't change the 
drinking age," said Tom Noo- 
nan, senior journalism major. 
"SOCIETY SAYS 18-year-olds 
can handle all aspects of life 
except drinking. There's a dou- 
ble standard that you can drive 
a car at 16, get drafted, enter 
into contracts, and get married 
at 18, but you can't drink until 
you're 19,   he said. 
"It's blackmail by the federal 
government that can change 
what the voters of Ohio have 
already decided," Noonan said. 
Terry Busdeker, part owner of 
the North-Grove Carry Out, 
said, "I think they'll raise the 
law and we won't have anything 
to say about it. Maybe 20-25 
percent of my beer customers 
are 19- and 20-year-olds, but 
they'll just get it (beer) from 21- 
year-olds anywav." 
There is another side to the 
issue. The national office of 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
supports the move to raise the 
age to 21. 
A spokesman from the Toledo 
office said, "The largest number 
of alcohol-related accidents hap- 
pen to the 18- to 24-year-old age 
group, and at least half of the 
accidents involving teens in- 
volve alcohol." 
Grad student orientation set for next week 
by Ron Coulter 
news editor 
Approximately 450 graduate stu- 
dents will attend a University-spon- 
sored orientation for graduate 
students the week of Aug. 18-22. 
Sheila Harrington, president of 
Graduate Student Senate, said more 
than 100 faculty and administrators 
will speak throughout the week on 
various aspects of graduate work. 
Some ot the topics will include 
reading and study skills, computer 
skills, writing for publications, the 
myths and realities of research, 
strategies for research and stress 
management. 
The majority of the students at- 
tending the orientation will be on 
contract with the University this fall 
as part of a fellowship or 
assistantship. Because most of the 
contracts are for teaching positions 
or research, the information ses- 
sions will be mainly geared toward 
research and instruction. 
IN THE area of instruction, a 
variety of teaching techniques and 
strategies will be recommended, in- 
cluding effective use of visual aids 
and ways to stimulate motivation 
among students. 
Harrington said a week-long, Uni- 
versity-wide orientation is unique 
among colleges. She said most col- 
leges and universities limit orienta- 
tion to the particular department a 
graduate student will be working in. 
"We get information requests 
(about the program) from other 
schools throughout the year," she 
said. 
JoAnne Martin-Reynolds, director 
of the program, said the orientation 
reflects a commitment on the part of 
the graduate school to support its 
students. 
The keynote speaker for the event 
will be Harriet Sheridan, English 
Brofessor and dean of the college at 
rown University. Sheridan will 
speak on the subject of excellence in 
teaching in higher education. 
MARTIN-REYNOLDS, an asso- 
ciate professor in the College of 
Education in the area of curriculum 
and instruction, said Sheridan is a 
nationally known speaker on the 
subject of higher education. 
Writer describes growth of 'Global Feminism* 
by Diane Wonderly 
reporter 
Women all over the world 
have been making strides in 
feminism, according to one au- 
thor. 
Feminist writer and organizer 
Charlotte Bunch talked about 
some of those advancements 
last Thursday during an illus- 
trated lecture on "Global Femi- 
nism." 
The women's movement is 
world-wide, not just confined to 
America, Bunch said. She moke 
about the 1985 Women's World 
Conference in Nairobi, Kenya. 
Of the 15,000 women that at- 
tended, 3,000 were from the 
United States. 
Instead of defining feminism, 
the goal at many past women's 
conferences, the 1985 meeting 
focused on women in the work- 
ing world, foreign women and 
feminism, and the shift to a 
broader view of feminism. 
"FEMINISM IS not the same 
for every woman," Bunch said. 
"It involves preference, age and 
race." 
Bunch presented a slide show 
of the 1985 conference while she- 
«pcommented   on  a  variety  of 
workshops that were  set up 
within the conference to help 
participants understand femi- 
nism and women all over the 
world. 
One of the workshops that 
received the most attention was 
the one on lesbianism. Bunch 
said. The workshop, which cen- 
tered around helping lesbian 
woman accept and deal with 
their sexual preference, was a 
key focus for the press, Bunch 
said. 
"They (the lesbian women 
who attended) weren't sure if 
they would be accepted when 
they got to the conference, but 
once the press found out the 
women were there they got so 
much publicity that a panel of 
them from different countries 
gave a lecture on the subject," 
Bunch said. 
IN MANY of the workshops, 
women from different countries 
demonstrated what they were 
learning and doing to advance 
themselves. African women 
showed how they were learning 
to plant trees and bring back 
agricultural crops that were lost 
during droughts. Health dis- 
cussions on water conditions and 
cleanliness of households were 
the topics for Peru and Chile. 
Aside from obvious interac- 
tion like the conference in Ke- 
nya, woman from different 
countries influence each other, 
Bunch said. 
"We have a world that oper- 
ates in a global way; what af- 
fects women in Bowling Green 
affects women all over. Bunch 
said. According to her, global 
changes don't discount local 
ones; local advancements can 
help support the women's 
movement evrywhere. 
The former editor of The Fu- 
ries and Quest: A Feminist 
Quarterly, Bunch has written 
for many publications and edi- 
ted seven feminist anthologies, 
the latest of which is Interna- 
tional Feminism: Networking 
Against Female Sexual Slavery. 
FOR THE past six years, she 
has worked on global feminist 
issues through Interfem Consul- 
tants based in New York. Bunch 
has organized several global 
meetings and has been a consul- 
tant to various groups, including 
the National Congress of Neigh- 
borhood Women and the Inter- 
national Women's Tribune 
Centre. 
The presentation was spon- 
sored by the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the Women's Stud- 
ies program. 
Chimes to send music 
blowing in the wind 
by Rick Schaffet 
reporter 
There will be a new sound 
ringing in the central part of 
campus when classes resume in 
two weeks. 
The Bertoia Scultpure, which 
was originally near the Mileti 
Alumni Center, will be mounted 
on a base built between Prout 
and Hayes halls. 
The sculpture is composed of 
62 bronze rods approximately 10 
feet high and welded Into a verti- 
cal position side-by-side on a 
thin metal base. The rods are of 
slightly different lengths and 
are free at the top. when the 
wind blows them against each 
other, they make a sound of deep 
reverberating bells. 
THE BASE of the sculpture 
will be covered with granite, and 
shrubbery   will   be   planted 
around it. 
Harry Bertoia, an Italian-born 
American, designed and built 
the sculpture for the Alumni 
Center when it was constructed 
in 1976. He was on hand when the 
building and sculpture were ded- 
icated during in the fall of that 
year. 
IT WAS removed from the 
Alumni center in the fall of 1979 
due to vandalism. 
"I don't think it was mali- 
cious," said Larry Weiss, assis- 
tant vice president of Alumni 
Affairs. "Students were pulling 
on rods trying to make It sound 
The rods weren't snapping back 
into place." 
He said it had to be repaired 
on numerous occasions and was 
losing its appearance and some 
D See Chimes, page 3. 
Pillars Of The University 
Looking for a place to relax? Although it's not the beach, several 
BG News/Bob Schlndler 
University students found the Education Building's steps and pillars a 
good place to take a break. 
Editorial BG News/August 13, 198C 2 
This war saves lives 
Just last week President Reagan called for a 
"national crusade against drugs and said that, in 
an effort to make a good example to fellow Ameri- 
cans, he and his Cabinet members are willing to 
take drug tests. Reagan wants drug-free schools, 
drug-free sports and drug-free employees. 
Many people believe that the president and his 
wife are expecting to change too much, too soon. In 
a society where drugs ana alcohol - whether used 
or abused - have become commonplace, it will be 
difficult to find people willing to change. 
Yet, recent polls nave shown that drugs are the 
No. 1 concern of Americans. Maybe people are 
finally sick of all the reports of drug-related deaths 
by overdoses, violent behavior ana car accidents. 
Maybe Americans no longer want other countries 
to think of us as a nation of overindulgence and 
irresponsibility. Or maybe people are just afraid of 
having drug-addicted spouses, co-workers or chil- 
dren - or of becoming addicted themselves. 
President Reagan wants all federal, state and 
local government employees who are involved with 
national security, public safety or public health to 
take the drug tests. He also approves of a proposal 
by Education Secretary William Bennett, which 
would cut off federal funds to schools that do not 
implement changes to make themselves drug-free. 
And then there are college and professional 
sports, movies and television, and private industry. 
Right now, many people wouldn't pass "the test." 
Yet, Reagan emphatically states that he doesn't 
want to punish those found to be using drugs: "Our 
goal is not to throw users in jail, but to free them 
From drugs." 
Sounds pretty idealistic, doesn't it? But, it just 
might work. Drug users deserve to be scared; 
maybe they'll think twice next time they pick up a joint or pull out a needle. And if the Reagans' 
crusade can save 100 lives, or just one, wouldn't it 
be worth the effort? 
Parking tickets 
easy to come by 
by Scott Munn 
One of the many privileges of 
attending BGSU is the inaliena- 
ble right to as many parking 
tickets as are necessary to let it 
be known that THIS UNIVER- 
SITY WILL NOT BE USED AS 
IF IT WERE YOUR PER- 
SONAL DRIVEWAY. Ever-viei- 
lent meter-mobiles patrol die 
scenic byways of campus. 
The acres of blacktop which 
serve as stables for our rusty 
beasts of burden conveniently 
dot the landscape. When ventur- 
ing out, students are encouraged 
to leave estimated times of re- 
turn with close friends and pack 
light lunches. 
Those parking spaces close 
enough to be disqualified as pil- 
grimages are guarded by a spe- 
cies of watchdog known to 
subsist entirely on nickels, 
dimes and the occasional kick. 
There is an established need to 
discourage folks from leaving 
their cars sitting in the same 
place long enough to achieve 
landmark status. And true, if 
everybody wanted to park next 
to his/her room, multi-level ga- 
rages would have to be built. 
Some colleges have cleared up 
congestion by barring freshmen 
and sophomores from keeping 
automobiles. This practice 
merely serves to discontent the 
already abused lower classes. 
Besides, I'm a freshman. 
The process of assessing tick- 
ets is made fiendishly inoffen- 
sive by the fact that fines may 
be added to your bursar bill. By 
the time you get around to open- 
ing your checkbook the guilty 
car is often repossessed, sold or 
up on blocks. 
And what's another $20 or $30 
when added to a few thousand? 
Surely that isn't such a stressful 
sum. Revenue gathering devices 
such as parking meters have a 
time-honored place in society, 
right next to nonrefundable col- 
lege application fees and public 
restrooms 10 cents a stall. 
But there has to be something 
fundamentally wrong about a 
system given carte-blanche to 
fine students held acountable for 
enough tuition, fees and inciden- 
tal expenses to own a consider- 
able debt upon graduation. 
The real world distributes 
parking tickets and tows away 
cars. Should a college be a nice 
vacuum where responsibilities 
are forsaken and laws ignored? 
Of course not. 
Perhaps sanctions might be 
relaxed a bit for this particular 
indiscretion, however. 
There echoes from the moun- 
tain top a voice which says "Yes, 
but the only way they'll learn is 
if they're hit in the pocketbook." 
Excuse me? 
Students support the Bowling 
Green community in tangible 
ways. An inflated housing mar- 
ket welcomes their trade, and 
half the pizza joints/bars rely on 
their hunger/thirst. The Job 
search is based on an indefinite 
supply of disposable employees. 
Its a college town ana college 
owned. 
Before a lynching party com- 
prised of the local chamber of 
commerce sets out, let me 
quickly state that some of the 
ills described here are shared by 
many university-based towns 
across the country. And money 
is needed to support the contin- 
ued survival of city and college. 
But wouldn't it be nice if one of 
the challenges of higher educa- 
tion wasn't a gut-inevitability of 
little green envelopes? 
Munn is a freshman creative- 
writing major from Tiffin. 
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The 'other side' of campus tours 
by Craig Hergert 
The other day I was coming 
out of the library when I came 
upon a student conducting a tour 
for students-to-be and their par- 
ents. This by itself was not un- 
usual. Student tours during the 
summer are about as common 
in Bowling Green as Pepto-Bis- 
mol bottles in George Steinbren- 
ner's office. 
But something unusual hap- 
pened during this particular 
tour and I haven't recovered 
from it yet. The student in 
charge, an undergraduate 
whom I happen to know, pointed 
to the steps on the side of the 
library that appear, at last, to be 
on the verge of being repaired. 
She then did something outra- 
geous. She told the group that as 
long as she has been a student at 
Bowling Green, those steps have 
never been functional. 
I was shocked. Here was a 
student, one who had struck me 
in the past as being fairly intelli- 
gent, violating a fundamental 
rule of public relations. She had 
admitted to the existence of a 
fault. 
If I were a tour guide, I would 
never do such a thing. I would 
extol the virtues of our campus 
and its noble inhabitants loudly 
and clearly so that the newcom- 
ers would be assured they had 
chosen the right university and 
the parents would faithfully 
keep the checks coming. 
Here's how one of my tours 
might go: 
"Folks this is the Student 
Union, where students can come 
and relax between classes. This 
building is also home of the 
UAO, which stands for Univer- 
sity Activities Organization. The 
UAO schedules a variety of ac- 
tivities for students to enjoy. 
Each weekend, for example, 
they show a flick like 'Bachelor 
Party' or 'Weird Science' - not 
one of those 'prestigious films of 
yesteryear' like those Eastern 
schools are always showing, but 
one that students have no doubt 
already seen at the movie the- 
aters. This allows them to see 
something that won't tax their- 
minds. They need that for their 
classes, you know. 
"You students might be won- 
dering if there's going to be 
enough for you to do here when 
you want to take a break from 
your classes. Well, don't you 
worry. Why, this summer UAO 
tried to sponsor trips to the art 
museum and the Toledo Zoo, but 
they had to cancel them. Nobody 
signed up. There must have 
been too much going on right 
here in Bowling Green. Gosh, I'll 
bet you guys can't wait to get in 
on the action. 
"We're now walking past 
some of the classroom buildings 
on our way to the library. On 
your right is Moseley Hall, 
where I have taught several 
composition classes. You par- 
ents might be concerned about 
your kids getting enough sleep 
now that they're on their own. 
Well, not to worry. From my 
experience teaching 8 o'clock 
classes. I can assure you that 
most Bowling Green students 
get plenty of sleep. I've seen 
"You might also be wonder- 
ing. Mom and Dad, if your kids 
win have time for proper hy- 
giene as they embark on their 
educational   careers.   Again, 
don't fret By thoughtfully set- 
tine sprinklers close to the side- 
walks, the groundskeepers have 
allowed the students to take 
their showers en route to class. 
How's that for service? 
"We're now passing Anderson 
Arena, where the Falcons play 
their basketball games. In addi- 
tion, this building was the site of 
President Reagan's appearance 
in September of 19ftf Now, in 
case you parents are starting to 
think that all your kids are going 
to do here is have fun, let me 
assure you that Bowling Green 
has a tradition of attracting stu- 
dents who have a genuine thirst 
for knowledge. 
For instance, the president's 
visit wasn't just a campaign 
stop. My gracious, no! He pre- 
sided over a World Forum. He 
was here to be asked heady, 
insightful questions by our no- 
nonsense students, and they 
didn't let him down. They asked 
him if Central America was 
going to become another Viet 
Nam. (Yes, ma'am, one of our 
students had actually heard of 
that place. We were all so 
proud!) Mr. Reagan answered It 
right, too; he said, 'No-next 
question.' 
"And here's our last stop on 
our tour today, the Jerome Li- 
brary
- ft ■* !"8fi »omeone 
once asked me whether our stu- 
dents at BG are considerate. Let 
me teD you, indeed they are. 
Here at the library, some of 
our students are so considerate 
that they leave food and bever- 
ages at the study carrels for the 
next occupant of the carrel to 
find, should he be needing a little 
pick-me-up. And some of them 
do their part to reduce the length 
of the lines in the xerox rooms 
by ripping out the pages they 
need from the magazines. How 
thoughtful can you get? 
"You may have noticed the 
obstacles in front of the steps on 
the library's side entrances. 
These have been put there by the 
track and field coach to allow his 
team some extra hurdle prac- 
tice while they're heading for 
their studies. 
"So that's it, folks. Bowling 
Green State University. Let's 
nope that your kids can live up to 
all of the high standards Tve 
told you about today. Me, I'm 
not worried. I'm sure they will." 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English, is from Slayton, Minn. 
Preachers stretch the Truth 
by Mike Royko 
I don't know why so many fundamental- 
ist preachers insist on giving God such a 
bum reputation. 
The first time I noticed this tendency 
was in the 1960s, when I was in Alabama 
covering the battle over civil rights. 
The racial bigotry didn't surprise me, 
since I had grown up with just as much of it 
in Chicago. 
But what did come as a surprise was how 
often the local preachers would wave a 
Bible and say that what was being done to 
blacks was right because it was all there in 
the Good Book. 
In other words, God was a racial bigot 
and they were Just going along with what 
The Big Redneck in the Sky wanted. 
Given a choice of motives, I preferred 
those of my bigoted neighbor in Chicago. 
He said he worried about his real estate 
values. But he never suggested that God 
was a real estate appraiser. 
Not long ago, we were given a view of 
God as a hitman when a California min- 
ister called upon his followers to pray for 
the death of a Supreme Court justice whom 
the minister disliked. 
While I respect the right of the minister 
to disagree with the Supreme Court, I don't 
know why he couldn't nave merely prayed 
for the justice's early retirement. 
And now we see God being portrayed as 
the Great Male Chauvanist in the Sky. 
This comes to us from the Rev. Everett 
Sileven, a well-known right-wing funda- 
mentalist in Nebraska. 
Sileven recently ran in the Nebraska 
primary for the Republican nomination for 
governor. 
He didn't do too well. About 96 percent of 
the Republican voters preferred the other 
three Republican candidates. 
But even worse, in Sileven's eyes, was 
that the winner of the primary was Kay 
Orr, a female person. 
And making it a complete disaster for 
Sileven was that the winner of the Demo- 
cratic primary was another female per- 
son, Helen Boosalis. 
Most people took the nomination of two 
females to be an encouraging sign that 
sexism is declining and that voters can be 
swayed by merit - or at least by the more 
clever television commercials - and not 
by anatomy. 
But not Preacher Sileven. He saw it as a 
clear sign from above that Nebraska and 
the rest of the nation are in deep trouble 
with the Lord. 
Whipping out his Bible, he declared that 
the victories of the women just proved that 
society has become "degenerate" and it 
was God's way of saying He was upset. 
"Biblically and historically, it is a great 
step backward," Sileven said. 
I called Preacher Sileven to ask him 
what other forms he thought "God's 
curse" would take in Nebraska. Would 
there be an increase in husband-beating? 
Would the state have to establish shelters 
for battered husbands? 
But his wife, a grim-sounding lady, said 
that the preacher was on the road, going 
from town to town to spread the word of 
God's curse, and could not be interviewed. 
However, she did take time to confide 
that there was "a lot of positive response'' 
to her husband's message. 
"Many people are not for women gover- 
nors," she said. "I would have voted for 
yone but a woman." 
r? 
"It s not scriptural. Women have many 
good roles, but not in the government." 
Could you tell me where In the scriptures 
it says that? 
"No. Look it up yourself. I don't have 
time. I'm very, very busy. Goodbye." 
Probably bad to go bake some bread. 
Nothing like an old-fashioned girl. 
Royko is a columnist for toe Chicago 
Tribune wm 
Letters 
Opponent's challenge 
gets a 'no comment' 
from Del Latta 
It's happening again. 
This year, for the fourth con- 
secutive election, our congress- 
man Del Latta has refused to 
respond to a challenge from his 
opponent to address the issues in ■ debate. I wonder why. 
Is Del Latta afraid to stand on 
the same platform as his worthy 
opponent to discuss the issues? 
One would think that after 
nearly three decades In Con- 
gress, Latta would be able to 
discuss the issues with anyone. 
Apparently, however, Latta is 
not confident in his ability to 
address the issues. 
In addition, during the Con- 
gress's recent Fourth of July 
recess, Latta did not come to 
Bowling Green to talk to the 
people, as congressmen usually 
do during recess. The only way 
to see Latta during that time 
was by shelling out 15 or 20 
bucks to attend a Del Latta 
fundraiser. 
Should we really have to pay 
to see our congressman? 
YOU are Del Latta's em- 
ployer. He must be responsible 
to YOU. If Mr. Latta is not 
willing to come before the peo- 
ple in a public forum to discuss 
BLOOM COUNTY 
the issues, then something is 
wrong. 
It is your right to know how 
your congressman is represent- 
ing you. It is your responsibility 
to know how both candidates 
feel about the issues so that you 
can make an intelligent choice 
in November. 
As I have said, you are Del 
Latta's boss. Write to Mr. Latta 
and tell him that he must be 
responsible to you; let him know 
that you want him to come into 
the area and meet his opponent 
for a frank discussion of the 
issues. 
Jim Woodward 
m Lehman MM 
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Appeals filed 
by Valerie Qptak 
managing editor 
Three Toledo men who stood 
trial last spring for the October 
kidnap and rape of a University 
student are appealing their con- 
viction. The appeal will proba- 
bly be heard early this fall, 
according to a clerk at the Sixth 
District Court of 
ledo. 
f Appeals in To- 
TROY HILL, Patrick Henry 
and Lamont Walker were found 
guilty by a nine-man, three- 
woman jury after a three-week 
joint trial that began April 1. 
Wood County Common Pleas 
Judge Donald DeCessna sen- 
tenced each of the men to 28 to 85 
years in prison, although each is 
eligible for parole in la years. 
THE ATTORNEYS for each of 
the men indicated when the sen- 
tences were read that they in- 
tended to appeal the decision. 
"To date 1 think it was a tragic 
mistake on the part of the state 
to request a Joint trial," Rich 
Neller. Toledo attorney rep- 
resenting Walker, said when his 
client was sentenced. 
Chimes  
D Continued from page 1. 
After the sculpture was re- 
moved from the Alumni Center, 
Val Bertoia, Harry's son, did 
over $2,000 of repairs before it 
went into storage in June 1981. 
THE NEW site was chosen 
over a number of others because 
it was out in public, more visible 
and more in the light, according 
to University architect Rollie 
Engler. Other proposals were in 
courtyard of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center and on an island in 
the pond between the Student 
Recreation Center and the Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
The island idea was vetoed by 
Engler because there is a liner 
that keeps the water in the pond 
and he feared that building a 
foundation would break the liner 
and the water would be lost. 
Bob Hayward,  manager  of 
grounds, said he hoped the pro- ject will be done before school 
starts. But Engler said it might 
not be done until mid-September 
because the granite is not in yet 
and most of the workers are 
preparing the the campus for 
Saturday's graduation. 
The original sculpture was 
paid for by donations from Mr. 
and Mrs. Ashel Bryan of Bowl- 
ing Green and Mr. and Mrs. 
Theodore Wakefield of Verrail- 
lion, who each donated $5,500. 
BERTOIA WAS recom- 
mended by the architect of the 
Alumni Center, Thomas Zung. 
"I guess he thought it would be 
unique," Weiss said. "It takes a 
20-mph wind to make it sound 
and he thought with BG winds it 
should be ringing a lot." 
Irish native compares cultures 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
When Irish-born Mike Ste- 
phens arrived in Bowling 
Green last summer he mis- 
took rowdy farmers for stu- 
dents. 
He later found out that the 
people he saw swilling beer as 
they raced their pickups 
down Main Street were ui 
town for the national tractor 
pull. Since then he has found 
who makes up the diverse 
student population of the Uni- 
versity. 
A teaching fellow in the 
department of American cul- 
ture, Stephens is working to- 
ward his Ph.D. in American 
culture. The Northern Ireland 
native said he appreciates the 
quality of education he finds 
in the United States. 
"AMERICAN STUDENTS 
seem to work harder than 
European students," Ste- 
phens said. "In European ed- 
ucation the emphasis is on the 
professor, but here it's on the 
students." 
He attributes that to the 
fact that American students 
pay for their secondary edu- 
cation, while most European 
nations hold a policy of state 
sponsored education. 
"If you're paying for it, 
you'll work harder," Ste- 
phens said. 
A former member of a rock 
band that sometimes saw its 
equipment trashed and its 
members thrown out of bars, 
he  likes the  freedom and 
unity of America. 
"It's a custom in Ireland to 
play the national anthem 
when you're playing in a bar. 
Sometimes when playing the 
Northern Ireland anthem, we 
got our equipment trashed, 
and once they trashed our 
STEPHENS DOESNT con- 
done the violence in his home- 
land. But he said he prefers 
the laws of Northern Ireland. 
He said in the Republic of 
Ireland   divorce   is   only 
Santed with an order from 
e Pope. Birth control is 
banned as well. 
"It is inconvenient for Ire- 
land to be split in two," he 
said. "For legal matters and 
commerce between the two 
countries it is an inconve- 
nience. And many people 
have relatives in either coun- 
try, which makes it a hassle." 
Stephens said coming to the 
University required some ad- 
justing because of the small 
size of the University of 
Ulster, where he earned his 
bachelors and masters de- 
grees. 
"The University of Ulster 
only has 2,000 students, and. 
the largest University in Eu- 
rope, Manchester University, 
has between 12-14,000 stu- 
dents." 
Stephens said he would like 
to stay in America to teach 
after he completes his doc- 
toral work. Stephens 
BG News/Scott MacDonald 
* JR VALENTINE'S 
SUMMER 
BREAKFAST SPECIALS 
1. Tvt Ei.at, Bacon and Sauiage Links, Hunifriii, 
Tiiat and Jelly and Ciffti or Till *.99 
2. Twi Eggs, Choice of Bacon ir SIUSIII, Tout and Jelly 
mi Coffee ir Til! t, 99 
i. Two Pancakes with Choice if Bacon or Sausage, 
Hit Syrup and Butter and Coffee or Til!  .... 1.99 
4. French Toast Served With Choice if Bacon ir Sausage, 
and Coffee or Till t|.oo 
••••••• 
CHECK OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
Barney's 
Video 
Every 1 Oth Movie Fr«* I 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VNS 
Tapes 
• ••• 
V 
■H/.IIII IHHH n >tl 
1450 E. WOOSTER 
Bowling Green, OH 
OPEN DAILY 
6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Coming Soon: 
Quick Silver        Clue 
Runaway Train  GungHo 
Down & Out in Beverly Hills      YOUNG BLOOD 
Wed. VCR rentals $2.99 4 «P|M «v»«abi. 
Now Showing: 
RENTAL RATES 
Same Day 99' 
Overnight '1.99 
Video Recorders     '5.99 
***SPECIALS*** 
Sun  overnight   . 99' 
lues   overnight 2 (or 1 
Thurj   io Won S3.49 
Sot   toMon $2.98 
it 
non_-_h-r 1093 N. Main St. BG      354 1401 "•»»•' ™™""°,r Mon.-SM.10-S      Sun. It-6 WUHW 
rantol^ ». ...>., ■» *w«.|, „d, w< •pacloli 
Next to Barney's Convenient Mart  j*Jg) 
""   *"_ _Pfef and Wine al sla,e Minimum Prices     ^"^■' 
A I I I I I TOpen 6:30 a.m.-l a.m. every day f I T T T I 
Get a pair #//\nPJ>25i Hydron soft contact lenses and a 
pair of tinted ones all at one low price! 
*8988 
H3SS3S 
One day service for most prescriptions. 
You must be completely *atfsftW or 
we wo? return your money. 
Otfar expires Saplomber 15. IS 
Professional toes and cantjafmUd separately 
Speda^imd lenae$ lor msigmmejtgjqbrty morw 
Burlington Optical 
Toledo Toledo Bontng Green 
1955 S. Reynolds    3153 W Syivania     Stadium Plaza 
382-2020     472-fil3       352-2533 
FREE 
FRISBEE 
GIVE THEM A PIECE 
OF YOUR MIND. 
Now your students can learn from your 
own up-to-date custom texts. 
Kinko's Custom Publishing program 
enables you to create a text for your 
specific course plus make it available to 
colleagues and students nationwide. 
Call today for your peace of mind. 
kinko's 
325 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
354-3977 
10% off student packet for materials 
submitted before August 20. 
FREE Fiesta trisbee with vour Back-To-School 
Haircut. 16 yrs. and under. While supply last. 
Djily K-8; Sal. 8-6 
Sun    I0-5 
NO APPOINTMENTS — 
JUST WALK IN! 
832 S. Main St. 
P
—
 Bowling Green 
F# 352-9763 
#-—'//T^V-I   Have you tried our Suntan Beds? 
H. 
(jj)    We Use. Rcv<Minuend & Rcuil 
©REDKEN 
AIR FASHIONS Sjl»n Prescription HJII P..«JIKI< 
New for FALL '86 
FREE STUDENT EXPRESS 
TOKENS PROVIDED 
JFORKNANTS 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished 
and unfurnished 
* Heat,   water,   cable   and   trash   removal,   all 
included 
* On site management 
* Full-time maintenance 
* Swimming pools 
* Close to grocery stores, shopping and banks 
3 Locations: 
Palmer Avenue 
South Summit St. 
Napoleon Rd. 
Managers: 
■III and Deb 
Bruce 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
Hours: 9-5 weekdays. Sat. 10-3 
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Karate Kids 
Many young students are adding to their education by taking 
classes offered here at the University. Mary Basta (above) teaches 
8- to 13-yearsolds the art of self defense. 
The Office of Continuing Education along with the Bowling 
Green City Schools offer classes to students ranging from 
preschoolers to high school students. Classes are offered three 
times a year with most of the enrollment comprised of elementary 
students. 
The main reason the University offers these classes Is to supply 
BG News/Bob Schindler 
courses outside the classroom that study a subject more in depth.ac 
cording to Lorene Malanowski, director of Non-Credit Programs. 
In the last year, the most popular class has been preschool 
gymnastics. Enrollment for this summer has been estimated at 240 
children from all over northwest Ohio. 
Children's classes began about 10 years ago with a single gymnas- 
tics class being taught. Now the program offers other fitness 
classes such as aerobics and karate as well as foreign language, art 
and journalism classes. 
E take a day off from smoking >:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:■ ^ 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Efficiency 
$200 / mo. 
Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood 
Health Spa located at 8" and High St. 
Check out our low Summer Rates. 
352-1195 214 Napoleon Rd. 
DORSEY'S DRUGS 
500 E. Wooster By the tracks 
352-1693 
Graduation 
gifts and 
cards by   & 
AMbRICAN GREETINGS 
e [^Q^ double print 
PHOTO DEVELOPING 
every Tuesday! 
**&**+ te 
Purcell's 
131 W. Wooster 
Ph. 332-6264 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86-'87 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St. - Rental Olfice 
Located al Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone 352-9378 9.00-4:30 Monday - Friday 
2-bdrm. apartments 
PIEDMONT APTS - 741 HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features. Carpeted & furnished, gas heat (landlord pays), 
laundry area, lots of closet space, Vh bath 
Special Feature 
All residents will be granted 
membership to the Health Spa. 
NEWLY BUILT 
3 bedroom apts. 
2 full baths 
Dishwasher, garbage disposal 
Close to Campus 
N. Main & Ridge St. 
-*■■ 3 Units Available — 
Call 352-2598 
Anytime, Dan 
9]A mo. or 12 mo. leases 
Board of Trustees 
has variety of jobs 
by Beth Gilbert 
reporter 
Most students have heard of 
the University's Board of Trust- 
ees, but few know what the trust- 
ees actually do. 
The University's Board of 
Trustees consists of nine mem- 
bers who are appointed by the 
governor. One new trustee is 
appointed each year. 
According to the Ohio Revised 
Code, a term of office begins 
May 17 and ends nine years later 
on May 16. 
The basic function of trustees, 
according to the code, is to "do 
all things necessary for the 
proper maintenance and suc- 
cessful and continuous operation 
of such (state-supported) uni- 
versities." 
Within this broad definition 
lies a number of specific duties 
that the trustees must carry out. 
Among these are to provide for 
law enforcement on campus, to 
allocate all fees and to regulate 
the use of college facilities by 
outside speakers. 
THE TRUSTEES must also 
prepare an annual budget plan 
of current operating expenses to 
be submitted to the Ohio Board 
of Regents. 
An important power of the 
trustees is to select and evaluate 
the University's president. Arti- 
cle IV of the University's Board 
of Trustees bylaws states that 
the president "shall be responsi- 
ble for the entire administration 
of the University, subject to the 
control of the board of trustees." 
Two interesting powers of the 
trustees concern the expendi- 
ture of funds derived from the 
operation of dormitories and 
patents. 
The Ohio Revised Code states 
that "the trustees of a state 
university may not expend funds 
derived from the operation of 
dormitories constructed under 
the authority of GC 7923-1 ... 
under their control, for the erec- 
tion of a stadium, an audito- 
rium, a physical education 
building or a natatorium, or to 
buy a home for the president of 
the university." ' 
ALL PATENTS and inven- 
tions resulting from the use of 
university facilities belong to 
the university. The trustees also 
decide on the distribution of 
royalties from such discoveries. 
Each May, when a new trustee 
is appointed, elections are held 
to determine who will serve as 
chairman, vice chairman and 
secretary. In addition, there are 
three standing committees: fi- 
nance, personnel/facilities and 
evaluation. Ad hoc committees 
may also be formed. 
American Heart 
Association 
Madhatter 
August 14. 15. 16 
Thursday. Friday. Saturday 
I 
! 
****ft*^*i***l* 
Newlove 
Management 
Holly Apartments 
corner of 7th & High Sts. 
Completely Remodeled 
• 2 bedroom 
• FREE heat, water and sewer 
• Short term leases available 
For graduate students 8 professionals 
352-5620 328 S. Main 
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Beer drinker's guide to the globe 
by Valeric Clptak 
managing editor 
Thoae of us who feel confined in 
Bowling Green have a chance to taste 
the rest of world, or at least its beer. 
The newly popular "import night" at 
Pollyeyes, on Court Street, has brought 
to this town something badly needed -a 
chance to broaden one's beer perspec- 
tive, aff ordably. 
On a Wednesday night, most of the 
more than SO imported beers cost $1.10, 
about half the price other bars charge. 
Following its creation Just after 
spring break, import night attracted a 
sparse crowd, according to manager 
Doug Jackson. 
BUT THE restaurant, first Pagliai's, 
men Puff's, then Pagliai's, made an- 
other change along with import night. 
"Nobody really Knew we were here 
until it was 'Pollyeyes,' " he said. 
The phonetic spelling was adopted 
gradually between spring and summer 
to distinguish the redecorated Pol- 
lyeyes from its brother store on Main 
Street, spelled Pagliai's. 
Import night is aimed at bringing 
people in to try the restaurant's new 
pizza recipe, Jackson said. 
But even with an easily pronounced 
new name, Pollyeyes had the task of 
living down Pun's reputation for bad 
pizza. 
And sure enough, Pollyeyes' new pan 
pizza is tasty. But its thin crust pizza 
still needs improvement, as even some 
of its makers admit. 
"Oh, well, you should have ordered 
the thick crust," one of the employee's 
said in response to a complaint about 
the thin pizza. 
BECAUSE POLLYEYES has seve- 
ral constrictions on expanding its build- 
ing, space can be a problem on import 
night. That's not all bad, though. Its 
basement is open to guests, and offers 
not only quicker service (the beer is 
stored there), but a blast from the 
Ct - like being 18 again, sneaking 
rs in your ceUer. 
For more nostalgia, the jukebox - at 
the tune of 10 songs for a quarter - has 
a wide selection of oldies and contem- 
porary songs. 
For those who drink their way 
around the world, Pollyeyes gives an 
"import" t-shirt. With a pizza pur- 
chase, you receive a "passport, a 
small booklet with a page for every 
beer. A waitress stamps the appropri- 
ate page when you order an import. 
t's the final requirement to go 
"around the world?'' Drink one of 
America's own. 
For those who have never tried im- 
ported beers, or anything besides Old 
Milwaukee, for that matter, a guide to 
a few notables may be helpful: 
GERMANY: 
Wurzburger Weiss: The beer every- 
body wants to drink, but nobody knows 
how to pour. A foamy, almost cham- 
pagne-like beer, Weiss is served with a 
special glass and a lemon. Because the 
almost 17-ounce beer contains more 
yeast than most others, the neck of the 
Dottle must be immersed in the beer as 
it's poured, slowly. Otherwise the tallg- 
lass fillsup with foam. A perfect choice 
for the classy beer taster. 
FRANCE: 
Saint Leonard's: Another class act. 
Saint Leonard's looks like champagne 
when it arrives, complete with corked 
bottle. But don't let its suave appear- 
ance fool you. The 25 ounces of neavy- 
flavored beer has a much higher alco- 
hol content than American beers, and It 
Soes down smoothly. The French drink 
. in the morning, but it definitely has a 
night-time kick. 
IRELAND: 
Guineas: If you know someone who's 
ever said, "no beer is dark enough for 
me," bet a round on this one. It's no 
wonder that the brewers of this almost- 
black beer created a very mild beer, 
Harp, to mix with its dark counterpart. 
Known in Ireland as "tan and black," 
the mixture has the best of Guiness' 
flavor and a Harp's smooth texture. 
INDIA: 
Golden Eagle: Even devoted dark 
beer drinkers may have a hard time 
with this one. The taste buds experi- 
ence different stages of flavor as a 
Golden Eagle passes through. That 
wouldn't be so bad if the final taste 
wasn't a cross between tar and coffee 
grinds. 
SPAIN: 
Damm Beer: C'mon, who can resist, 
"gimme a Damm Beer!" Not surpris- 
ingly, this more than 100-year-old beer 
goes well with munchies like nachos or 
shelled peanuts. But aside from the fun 
of ordering it, Damm Beer has an 
average taste that would appeal to 
almost any beer-drinker. 
AUSTRALIA: 
Foster's Lager: Gripping one of 
these gives the drinker a delusion of 
being Hagar the Horrible, or William 
Perry. These 25-ounce cans have a big 
flavor, too - full-bodied with a pleasant 
aftertaste. Although not included in the 
$1.10 special, Foster's, at $1.70, com- 
pared to its regular $2 price, pours 
more than two average beers. 
CHINA: 
Tsing Tao: Like other beers brewed 
with rice in addition to or instead of 
hops, Tsing Tao has a sweet, almost 
fruity taste. This Chinese favorite may 
appeal more to the delicate drinker; 
one macho beer-chugger described it 
as "beery water." 
HOLLAND: 
Amstel Light: Ah, those who count 
calories, even with beer, can relax. 
There are figure-conscious drinkers 
abroad, too. This 12-ounce beer, like 
many American light beers, will only 
cost your body 95 calories. It claims on 
its label to be "a low calorie beer with 
the taste and flavor of a quality import 
beer." If it sounds like they're trying to 
convince you of something, it's because 
they are. Amstel Light, although im- 
ported, tastes American. 
Illustration/Bill Litz 
Flat characters ground 'Eagles' 
by Diane Wonderly 
reporter 
I had wanted to see the movie 
"Legal Eagles" ever since its 
advertisements emerged in 
June. Who wouldn't be excited? 
Someone had finally gotten De- 
bra Winger to do another movie, 
and decided to get Robert Red- 
ford back on screen as a leading 
man. 
Although these two are tal- 
ented and appealing on the 
screen, the charisma they both 
possess as actors was not 
enough to carry the movie or 
hold a viewer's interest for long. 
Having been a fan of Debra 
Winger since "An Officer And A 
Gentleman," my initial reaction 
to her role was, "this is not a 
Debra Winger part." She does 
not make for a staunch, prudish 
lawyer in a frumpy business 
suit. You half expect her to put 
on a pair of bom-rimmed 
glasses and tie her hair back in a 
QUITE SIMPLY, there was 
not enough substance in her 
character, Laura J. Kelly. 
Winger is not a cold person. She 
portrays emotion and feeling in 
her characters. But "Legal Ea- 
gles" didn't do that. 
Robert Redford's part, Tom 
Logan, was the most developed 
character, despite an occasional 
lack of emotion. Overall, be car- 
ries off the leading man part 
gracefully, in the perfected Red 
ford style. 
For the moments that the film 
was generous on insight into 
Winger and Redford's charac- 
ters, it was just as stingy on the 
third "star'' of the ffltn. The 
extent of Daryl Hannah's part, 
Chelsea Deardon, consists of a 
meaningless seduction scene 
with Redford. After she gets him 
to her apartment, she puts on a 
"heated show" in attempt to 
excite and entice the not-so-will- 
ing assistant district attorney. 
HER CHARACTER came off 
as the usual damsel in distress. 
She really served no purpose 
other than to get Redford and 
Winger together. 
The movie contained some 
beautiful art work, although I 
was disappointed that they 
never showed the painting that 
Hannah chased alter, consid- 
ering it was the focus of the 
entire film. 
Along with the art work, seve- 
ral camera shots of New York 
City in the fall made the film 
visually pleasant. 
It seems like the writers had 
some trouble making the script 
come together in certain parts. 
The one night stand between 
Hannah and Redford was more 
of a father comforting a daugh- 
ter; it was neither romantic or 
sensuous. The real shame is 
there wasn't much romantic 
about the relationship between 
Winger and Redford. 
THIS MOVIE was initially 
meant for two male lawyers, but 
due to other projects Reitman 
lost his two leads and had to 
revamp the script for Redford 
and Winger. Maybe there would 
have been more chemistry be- 
tween two males than there was 
between Redford and Winger. 
Any old romantic would be 
disappointed that few sparks 
flew between the D.A. and the 
defense lawyer anywhere dur- 
ing the movie. 
Reitman has produced and 
directed such box-office 
smashes as "Meatballs," 
"Stripes" and "Ghostbusters," just to name a few. Although 
they escorted some flaws, they 
were successful. 
If the trend continues, maybe 
"Legal Eagles" will prove to be 
another hit for Reitman. 
I 
Summer Clearance 
Up to 70% OFF 
Summer Stock 
Jeans N Things 
531  Ridge 352-8333 
Hours: Mon., Tues., Fri.       10-5:30 p.m. 
Wed., Thurs. 10-8 p.m.      Sat. 10-5 p.m. 
8       Mark's 
I   Large 2 Item Pizza 
i      $5-95 free delivery 352-3551 
Newlove 
Management 
507 E. Merry 
• 2 bedroom, completely 
furnished apartment 
• 9 or 12 month lease 
• AVAILABLE NOW 
352-5620 328 S. Mai 
r~ 
4 FREE 
J^by Jodi Sfeppa'd Missel i 
CLASSES 
with each QuantunfPerm 
The fantastic approach to 
physical fitness—rece/ve 
a coupon good for 4 Fne 
Jazzercise Classes with 
each purchase of a 
Quantum Perm. It's a 
great way to "shape up" 
from head to toe' 
FREE Jazzercise Offer 
Available at: 
Perfect Touch 
Styling Salon 
1084 S. Main 
352-2812 
tor you 
today. (Limit on« coupon 
D4r customer) 
Qujjun, 
BRING YOUR USED BOOKS TO THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
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: 
settle & 
Our 41.88 Ea. Choice of bookcases includes 3-shell units with 
sliding doors or 4-shelf open units. These 60x24x9Vs"* cases ot 
handsome oak-finished wood are ideal for displaying your 
favorite books, magazines, pictures, and knlckknacks. 
Style ana mrl may vary    Unoinn-Qtoa m carton     'Approiimal* u« 
< ute -rel rret 
ec ise. Des islz» 
it-i^-M      i 11      i——m;.JtACT;i-,^?» 
BXC nlr> lgl wes me its 
ch lie*   Pr< grc nm ibk die e 
wf-«rlneiete«nify«typ»»- 
Detachable Speakers 
$ 59 mm 
GoldStar 
Sale Price. AC/DC* stereo system with AM/ 
FM/FM-stereo. cassette deck, detachable 
speakers, 3-band graphic equalizer, more. 
•Ba««n«» »• •«iia 
S 88 
Save 
32%, 
Save 
31% 
Sale Price. Microwave oven with one- 
touch door release and window. Compact 
design, great for warming foods. 
I Sale    ^fl ■Save 
Price/^^^^^^^^^ 28°„ lsuuiMbE/uirur 
Sale Price. Compact 
refrigerator has 
freezer; 1.7 cu. ft. 
Slyteanaml? mavwyy 
Sale Price. 5-cu.-tt. 
refrigerator has 
freezer, crisper, more. 
By. or*3 n* mav vary 
16.96 
Save 39%. Our 27.96 Ea. 38" extra storage 
closet of vinyl, with t-zipper, plastic legs. 
Helps organize, protect clothing. 
I562    Unm—mDWa h carton 
13 44 
Our 19.97. 7-pc. cook- 
ware set of aluminum 
with nonstick interior. 
Save 
35% 
Our 15.97 Ea. Twin-size 
bedspread of cotton/ 
polyester. Color choice. 
Save 
41% 
Save 
29% 
Rubbermaid 
1597    7.67 
Our 17.97 Ea. Digital 
clock radio with alarm 
and snooze control. 
Our 10.67 Ea. Chest with 
4 drawers. 26Vixl5xl3". 
Our 17.88, Chest*, 12.88 
UnaiwCttO in corlon     *26Vul9iMvy 
1.97 
Our 2.67 Ea. Plastic 
cutlery tray in choice of 
colors. Handy organizer! 
1.37 
Our 1.97.6x6' shower 
liner of durable vinyl. 
Our 4.97-8.97, Liners, Ea., $4 
Sale 
Price 
Save 
[22%, 
16 88 
Save 
39% 
Jfc,  toothbrush fflHf    bsoap 
l    holder; 
Our 23.88. 8x10' "Har- 
mony" rug with latex 
backing. In color choice. 
Save 
27%- A 
37%. -^ 
.clure llJlO Picture HinKenl 
18 1 9 
•uuooo O 
88 
Our 1.37 Ea. Spray paint 
in choice of finishes, col- 
ors. 11-oz. net wt. 
9.88 
Our 16.88.12x18 
metal utility cabinet 
with mirror, 2 shelves. 
2J1    67*     99 
Our 7SC-87C Ea. Choice 
of holders tor tooth- 
brush, soap, or razor. 
Sale Price Set. Tooth- 
brush and soap holder i 
of plastic. Ideal for travel. 
Our 1.28 Pkg. 12-pock 
vinyl-coated wire hang- 
ers. Ideal for drip drying. 
9M6 
3.97 
Our 6.57. 60-mlnute 
timer for use In kitchen, 
music room, gym, more. 
27 
Sale Price Pkg. Picture 
hanger*. Choice of ad- 
hesive or anchor types. 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
An always-welcome gift that suits all 
needs, satisfies all wishes, pleases everyone. 
*5 »10        *25 
USE OUR LAYAWAY 
A small deposit holds your purchase. 
WE 
HONOR 
EARN K mart 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
WHEN YOU TRAVEL 
Details available In your K mart store. 
K mart ADVERTISED 
MERCHANDISE POLICY 
Out Urm Wtnlon ■ to how •vry ad. ntHrJ itom in Hoc* on our 
•htfvw ■ on odvwritiex) Hexn a not ava*a*>« lor pucnaM o\* to 
any untaumn r«oaon. K marl wa Wu« a Ram Chock on ntauMt K 
tw rr»e»cnonolt» (an* ttom or r«a*t>nab»« tomsty ouonWy) to to 
puscho—a of fw toto pnee> whfwv ovofcHOto ot wM ni you o 
corTparoo* quaHty Kt)m at a con-porotHej '•ducHon n prtc« 
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Toledo hosts the PGA 
TOLEDO-The Professional Golfer's Association of America 
came to town last week to hold the 68th PGA Championship at 
Inverness Club. Like old news, nearly everyone knowing anything 
about golf gave the man-from-Down-Under, Greg Norman, the best 
chance of winning. 
After all, the shark, as he is commonly known, had won three 
tournaments this year and he led the money list with over $550,000 
earned in 1966 alone. The fact that Norman held third round leads in 
the three majors prior to the PGA served as additional evidence he 
was the man to beat. 
Given the 31-year old's accomplishments, it was only a mild 
surprise when the Australian shot an opening round 65 to secure the 
course record for a single round of play. 
Norman came a little closer to earth with a second round score of 
68. There was only one story Saturday and Bob Tway's new course 
record of 64 was it. Greg Norman spoke of magnificence. 
"You people have no idea how impressive that score is... 
because the course played much tougher today," Norman said. 
"That is a simply fabulous round." 
Norman said the course dried out much faster than he expected 
after Wednesday night's rain. As a result the greens were not 
holding approach shots and the putting might have been easier on 
It poured Sunday and the tournament's completion was delayed by 
a day. The extra day may have given Norman too much time to think 
about holding his four-stroke lead over Tway. All week Norman 
described himself as a "happy go-lucky guy" while he remained the 
picture of calm. 
Asked after Saturday's round if it was possible to be too comfort- 
able or too relaxed, Norman replied negative. He said he would 
"play the game with all the tenacity I always play it with." Norman 
planned to play "as if I am a shot behind all the time." 
After becoming the only man ever to lead all four majors after 
three rounds in the same year, Norman appeared to have a lock on 
his second major as he owned a four stroke lead with only nine holes 
remaining. But his double bogey on 11 allowed Tway to pull to within 
two. When it rains... 
Norman suddenly wore the shoes of a mortal. He proved himself 
obtusely human as he surrendered four painful strokes to the 
Inverness back nine. 
This work of art was not decided until the last hole. After the final 
trio of Norman, Tway and Peter Jacobsen had taken their second 
shots to the eighteenth green, it looked like Norman would go home 
with the Wanamaker Trophy in tow. 
After all, with identical scores of 273 after 71 holes, Norman was on 
the fringe of the green and Tway was in a sand trap with a wicked 
chip over an uphill bunker lip staring him in the face. 
Kood in the water, right? The shark was circling and a $140,000 
dinner lay only 10 yards to the starboard. Tway settled in, opened his 
club face as far as be could and just like that, after more than five 
days of golf, it was over in a shot. Jacobsen said the feeling in 
Norman when Tway's chip went in was probably similar to standing 
in front of a Mike Tyson punch. Norman had to hole his chip to force 
a playoff. He did not. 
Many believe Tyson will soon be the world heavyweight champion. 
Maybe. But there can be no doubt about Tway's shot. It reigns 
(rains) as the heavyweight golf shot of its time. ! 
• 
Story by 
Matt Winkeljohn 
Photos by 
Alex Horvath 
and 
Jim Sakola 
Thousands gather at the 18th hole at Inverness (top left) to watch the final rounds of the leaders. British 
Open Champion Greg Norman (top right) ponders his options. Jack Nlckleus (center left) wedges his way out 
of a sand trap. Spectators found alternate means to view the action (center right) when there was no room 
left In the gallery. 1983 PQA champion Hubert Oreen (bottom left) sighs after a missed birdie shot. Under 
cover from Sunday's downpour. Lee Trevlno and his caddy (bottom right) size his next shot. 
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Odd drivellings from a sportswriter/fan 
Another week and another 
sports column. "What are you 
going to write about this week 
Matt?" 
"I don't know. I'll worry about 
it Monday. I'm too busy this 
week to worry about it." 
I'm always too busy, but why 
not. I mean that's such a tre- 
mendous excuse. Actually I 
really don't know what I'm 
going to write about this week. 
Even as I sit here, I wonder 
what will wander into this little 
computer while I'm freezing in 
this excess of air-conditioning. 
WELL, I can shoot the breeze 
about some interesting tid-bits. 
I just missed the press confer- 
ence with Greg Norman after he 
finished runner-up at the PGA 
Championship Monday. I was at 
the ceremonies on the eigh- 
teenth green. When I did walk in 
the media tent Norman was on 
the way out. He did not look too 
happy. I guessed he was upset 
with the day's goings-on. 
I was wrong. Once inside the 
media tent I learned Norman 
was as congenial as could be 
expected after losing a four-shot 
lead with nineholes to go. He 
was congenial until some bozo 
asked nun if the monkey was 
aboard his back once again be- 
cause he had lost three majors 
this year. 
With an incredulous look, Nor- 
man asked the egghead how he 
could ask such a question. The 
spacecase was refering to Nor- 
man's statement, after his Brit- 
ish Open victory, that he felt as 
though the monkey were finally 
off SB back. 
NORMAN MADE a return trip 
to the media area in order to 
take the microphone and thank 
the sportswriter for "ruining a 
fine press conference." 
Greg Norman did not choke 
although a lot of people will 
describe it that way. He simply 
played a human round of golf at 
the worst possible time. He did 
not give Jack Nicklaus the Mas- 
ter's title either. Nicklaus shot a 
30 on the back nine at Augusta to 
win. Norman shot a very re- 
spectable 70 that day. It just 
wasn't enough. 
I was standing next to Corky 
Meineke of the Detroit News 
when Tway made the historic 
chip to win the PGA. I stared for 
about five or six seconds as 
Tway jumped up and down in 
the sand bunker and then turned 
to look at Meineke.   He stood 
there with his mouth hanging 
open in amazement. His ex- 
pression mirrored the thoughts 
of the thousands of spectators on 
hand: shock. 
When Tway's chip went in, 
everyone sucked an extra 
breath of air just to be sure. And 
then there was an explosion of 
applause. Quite a moving expe- 
rience. I can only compare the 
moment to a couple of others I 
have witnessed. 
Watching Pete Rose's soft line 
drive take forever to clear short- 
stop and fall for basehit number 
4,192 was one. The feeling of 
being amongst more than 45,000 
applauding people was incredi- 
ble. The ovation lasted for what 
seemed a lifetime. 
The other would have to be the 
fall of 1961 during the Ohio State- 
Michigan football game at Ann 
Arbor. Having grown up in Co- 
lumbus I have always been a 
Buckeye fan. Then-talented 
quarterback Art Schlicter 
scored the winning touchdown 
with something like two minutes 
to play. He scored right in front 
of me behind a Vaughn Broad- 
nax block that wiped out three 
people. 
IN AMERICA'S largest sta- 
dium, with an extremely parti- 
san Wolverine crowd booing and 
hissing ferociously, my favorite 
team had just taken the lead 
after an immaculate drive 
against the always-stingy Michi- 
gan defense. Wow! 
I've always been a sports 
freak. I decided to give sports 
writing a whirl after three other 
majors at the University. I enjoy 
The thought of being some- 
where far away from my news- 
paper or readers and translating 
what is happening is very ap- 
pealing to me. I was fascinated 
to talk to writers and photogra- 
phers from The London Times, 
The Washington Post and pa- 
pers from Australia. Japan and 
many other places this week. 
In the last two months I have 
been in the clubhouses of four 
professional baseball teams and 
the lockerroom of the PGA 
Championship. I have talked to 
Greg Norman, Peter Jacobsen, 
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, 
Pete Rose, Eric Davis, Phil 
Niekro, Pete Incaviglia, Dale 
Murphy, Chuck Tanner and oth- 
ers. I nave talked about every- 
thing from cocaine to a nice 
Cce to live in Atlanta to the 
idious side of G. Gordon 
Liddy. 
I have enjoyed nearly all of 
the conversations, but it just 
donned on me today that I look 
up more to the writers of the 
bigger papers more than I do the 
athletes. 
I have something in common 
with those sports writers. I am a 
washed-up jock who takes de- 
light in desribing the world of 
sport in my own words. 
BUT THERE are a few minor 
differences as well. They make 
!;ood money doing their thing, a 
ot of people read them on a 
regular basis and they travel the 
country (and in some cases the 
world) cost-free. 
But then again, they can't get \ 
away with a column like this] 
very often. 
Classifieds 
RIDES 
Ride needed 10 Voungstown-ClevelandAkron 
lonAug  Hex 15 CalKeren 354- 2124 
Oasml Anne-Can a be? 11 meeu gone 
•ready Who would have thought we could do 
I. My queUon a who changed who? Thareta 
te»a great summer"' PS Your he* la loo longi 
SERVICES OFFERED 
TYPING SERVICES for all lypaa of 
papers.specializing m deaertabona (Xerox 
Memory Wrller) 352-3967 from 8 a m -9 p m 
S1 OO off any record purchase 
with this ad at 
GROOVY RECOflOS 
425 EWooeler 353-1222 
Bound me Dairy Mart 
New. Used. Imports. Cutouts 
Incense end More 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? 
Free pregnancy tests 
First Hope Pregnancy Center 
143 E Wooater St BG. OH 
354-HOPE (4973) 
Al services tree a confidential 
M-Th  10-Bpm T ft Wd  10-4 30pm 
Sat  10am-1pm 
WANTED 
PERSONALS 
Cornice OS-act Sates 
THE BOOK STOP 
1062 N   Mail 353-5877 
I lemale roommate needed lor fall semester 
Rent negotiable Cat 372-1063 
1 lemale roommate needed tor 86-87 school 
year Nonsmoking Cal Janet 354 0825 
Desperately seeking subleeeers tor 1 brjrm 
house Close to campus Rent negotiable 
3523705 
Fa rmte Non-smoking Close to campus 
(135-mo Cal 352-3234. ask lor Coteen 
Fe mite lor 1986 school year $170-mo In- 
cludes uM.. cable TV S own turn bdrm 2 beta 
Horn campus   Can 36M0M 
Female Roommate Heeded 
Faf Semester Only 
Cal Amy at 352-4168 
Female roommate needed Fa* Quarter Car* 
Renee 353-2019 
M rmte needed lor 86 87 to share newly but) 
1 Ddrm apt Non smoking upper classman pre! 
$150 pros elec Cal Mark- 354-2044 anytime 
Mara grad student seeking to share a 2 
bedroom apt. with one person who already has 
It reserved lor the 1986 87 school year Mike 
(8061226-7864. 
Need lemale students to in apartments Single 
rooma lor mare students  352-7365 
Wanted 1 F rmte needed to share a 1 bdrm 
efficiency during Fall 986 ONLY $31 7 50 lor 
the entire semester1 Smoking Is okay. 
Undergrade only1 Cal Cher 353-2536 alter 5 
p.m. 
DON'T READ THIS AD unless you're looking 
lor a race place lo eve dose to campus 
Females only Cal Kendel 354-2016. 
NATIONAL 
TRACTOR PULLING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
«0f 
HELP WANTED 
oamciAN 
R 0 or R 0 etgtxe; 4 days per weak In WrC 
Program, transportation req; contact Cynthia 
Cramer at Wood County Health Dept. 541 W 
Wooater. BG. OH 43402: ph. 3524402 or 
Toledo aroe 244 1610 EOE  
Females needed tor cleaning rentals 1 week 
work starting Aug 16. Also mates tor mtac 
lobe 352 7365  
Gymneabce Teachers-Be a part of a new gym- 
nastics facatyi Vartoua part-time positions 
Bveaabie Boys a gate causes, starting Sept 
2nd. For further information & apptcatlon write 
P T L Christian Gymnastics Center, 720 ■nces 
Ave . Suite Q. Maumee. OH 43637 
Need F cosege student to stay with chMien 
what rather works third shift, wl receive free 
room a board Please send picture a info lo 
PO B0K814. BG. OH 43402 
RN ft LPN-apofy m person al Wood County Nur 
Hng Home Mon through Frt 9am-4pm Ph 
353-8411. 
FOR SALE 
1974 Porsche 914. 2 0 Iter 
One owner • Neat car 
352-4236 
2 bdrm., rjaMsaoVaj oalng. redwood dream 
home 11 ml W of BG Oversized rrmg rm. 
with fireplace  Must see 669-2862 
3 bdrm ranch house In country Good invest- 
ment for parents ol colege student Mid $308 
Ph (419)874 3232 VBR  
Dorm size couch. I haul • $5 You haul • FREE1 
353-2326  
House tor Sale 
knmediete occupancy on this lovely 3 bdrm 
home In Portage Seller is relocating a offers 
speaaf fkwrong to qualified buyer Don't want 
Cal Hazel or any of our ouaMed sates people at 
JOHN NEWVOVE REAL ESTATE 352-6663 
. today    . We can help you 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for S44 through 
the U.S. Government? Get the tects today' Cal 
1-312-742-1142 E»t  1794  
KING SIZED WATERBED FOR SALE $140 OR 
BEST OFFER. ALSO SELLING WOOD 
STEREO STAND $20 CALL ANN AT 
362-9285 
Large, freeh selection ot house foaage plants 
lor sate to departments onry Contact Grounds 
Dept 2-7660 
THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON   J 
Located at 190 S. Main 
352-7658 
Guys and Gals Haircuts 
only '6 
Includes wot and dry cuts 
Bo a success with a Hair Cut or Perm from us 
for that important data or interview. 
■•«■ •*«<■ ■•P ■*■ "W 
Our Talent Goes To Your Head 
• xplr.i 8 27-96 
=aaaaa*«aaaaaaBaat«aKEsaaS8«<eBaSsaa«aal>*as>saaeaa*<s>BB>i 
Student Rec Center 
Open — August 16-26 
Center 
Cooper Pool 
Andrew Pool 
noon-9 p.m. 
noon-2, 5-8 p.m. 
1-8 p.m. 
For information call 372-2711 
Newlove 
Management 
Want peace A quiet? 
NEW APARTMENTS 
for graduate students 
and professionals. 
CALL TODAY! 
352-5620 328 S. Main 
THE RENTAL SEARCH GOTCHA DOWN? 
Check this1 You can buy a three bdrm. ,11-2 
battle, mobile home (or LESS than tent1 Located 
just minutes from Bowtano, Green & the seller is 
wSng to help with financing for a qualified 
buyer Cal Hazel at JOHN NEWLOVE REAL 
ESTATE 352-6553 or 352-5629 tor detafta 
FOR RENT 
-SOIsass Immeotatety. 1 bdrm. apt $270 mo 
Completely lurnlshed Deposit Included 
363-0155 
2 bdrm apt lor rent Aval mid-Aug S2gO mo 
plus utl No pets Leased deposit 2 bdrm apt 
for rent Aval mid-Aug $280 mo , Includes utl 
except elec No pets Lease & deposit 
352-4265 8am-4pm 
244 N Enterprise Rooming House $140-mo 
plus utMes. Cal Jonn Newlove Real Estate 
354 2260 or 352-6553 
Furnished efficiency  1 Fe. only 
Utilities tumrshed No pets 
Slew-month 352-1056 
Need lemale students to ft apis Single rooms 
for male students 352-7365 
Student room In local home 3 miles from cam- 
pus, aval tal 1966-87 Private bath ft access 
to kitchen Female, non-smoker child-care ex- 
perience ft references requved Very low rent. 
Cal 352-0849 alter 6pm 
Efficiency Apartments 
Ideal lor Graduate Students 
Futy lurnlshed Al utll paid 
Complete with Color TV ft cable 
Heated pool. 
$295 per month 
Phone: 354-3182 or 352-7365 eves 
■•■$•*>'■< 
Si* 
i The world! | is waiting. 
1   Bean 
1 exchange 
I student 
■<■>■ 
i 
1 
Call days eves or weekends 
TOUDO 5 Jo 3701 
■OWLINO GeKEN 352-6802 
* KAPLAN 
lumir H limn lownnotui antii iro 
DOHT COMPETE WITH 
A KAPLAM STUDENT—BE OME 
KIOTO'S IS OPEN 
U Kinfco'i. wi offtf compart* 
copying MTVKM sttvvn doyi a 
«e^fccouk)l»tti*ora 
to your prayer*. 
kinko-i 
354-3977 
325 E. Wooater 
(acroM from Taco Bell) 
